Nándor Angstenberger was born on November 17th 1970 in Novi Sad, formerly
known as Yugoslavija, nowadays Serbia. He has the german citizenship but refers
himself as a Hungarian, even he never crossed the border to Hungary before his
10th birthday. He studied art at the Academy of Fine Arts Hamburg in Germany
starting 1992 and ended his studies in 1999 with a diploma with excellence.
Now he lives and works in Berlin, Germany.
Already in his studies at the academy of fine arts he developed a deep interest into
three dimensional constructs, referring to ancient or modern architecture, science
fiction, greek or roman mythology, a non existing world, mostly come alive only in
written words, but in his imagination he wants to go a step further and as a world
builder he creates his own world using mostly thrown away materials, neglected
and discarded daily little things by the society.
Since 2002 his work has been subject to various solo and group exhibitions
nationally and internationally such as creating various solo exhibitions at the Gallery
Susanne Burmester between 2006 and up to present time in Putbus on the island
Rügen in Germany, 2017 a solo exhibition at the Kunstverein Bellevue-Saal in
Wiesbaden and 2016 a solo exhibition at the Zeppelin Museum Friedrichshafen and
a group exhibition at the Nest Gallery in Zagreb, Croatia. Throughout the years he
exhibited in group exhibitions as at Kunsthalle Emden in 2013, at Kunsthalle Krems,
Forum Frohner in Austria 2011, at Kunstverein Göttingen and at Kunstverein Rügen,
both 2008, at Museum MARTa Herford in 2009, in 2013 at Gallery Mixer, Istanbul
Turkey and 2014 at Kunstmuseum Ahrenshoop and Museum Villa Rot.
Current and scheduled exhibitions in 2018 are at Gallery Susanne Burmester and a
Production Art Festival at Gallery Bietigheim-Bissingen, and in 2019 a stage design
for the Philharmonie de Paris in France.
Over the years he recieved and got awarded numerous residencies and art prices
which allowed him to travel and explore the art scenes worldwide. In 2012 an
Artist-In-Residence in Istanbul, Turkey, in 2016 an Artist-In-Residence at Castle
Werdenberg in Switzerland and in 2007 at the Artist Residence El Basilisco in
Buenos Aires, Argentina. He got awarded 2003 with the Art Award of
Friedrichshafen and in 2006 a Scholarship Award for Sculpture of Märkischer Kreis
and last year 2017 an Artist-In-Residence at Kunstverein Bellevue-Saal Wiesbaden.

The last days I thought about the definition of homeland. I thought about the times I´ve
had to change my biography. I started with Yugoslavija, then turned it after the collapse of
Yugoslavija into EX-Yugoslavija as a casual expression, meaning what did you to do me
and to my friends forcing to flee out of the country. Years later into Serbia-Montenegro,
and today as a matter of fact, Serbia. The Country I was born in, the country I abandoned.
I moved with my mother to Germany when I was 3 years old.
I remember the death of Tito, president and leader of Yugoslavija as breaking news on
german television and a decade later this country started to fell apart into pieces. As it felt
not already complicated enough, with my hungarian background and with my german
father, nothing much was left in the way to remember where I was coming from, only my
memories of a short happy childhood.
My work Karosmetic was made originally in 1999, and I exhibit at BB8 a new varied, a
smaller version of it. This piece symbolizes Stability, Structure and Strength, all attributes
I missed in times of big changes concerning the definition of homeland. It is a wildcard for
all the people who lost their homes, their way back home and giving them a opportunity to
find a new home as I found mine.

